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Ultra Series

The choice for an elegant lattice shade cover
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Ultra Series

Elitewood™

Enduring the rigors of time

Elitewood’s™ unique metallic composition
offers not just comfort, but complete peace of
mind: Little to no maintenance; Total weather
resistance; No cracking, warping, or splitting;
No need for painting; fire resistant, termite
resistant and unsurpassed durability that will
preserve its beauty for years to come.
Metals USA proudly presents Elitewood™
Ultra Series Patio Covers. Ultra Series is
embossed with a rough hewn deep
driftwood texture that resembles the natural
appearance and beauty of real wood
without the many problems associated
with wood. Ultra Series Patio Covers feature
design diversity, and numerous optional
extras. Create the perfect shade cover to
enhance the beauty of your home and
lifestyle. Choosing an Elitewood™ Ultra
Series shade cover is not only an investment
that provides return on your home’s value,
but creates the perfect environment for
any occasion.

Deep driftwood
embossing
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Elitewood™ offers homeowners superiority and simplicity
Ultra Series

Wood

Vinyl

Quality Construction
Visual Appeal
Deep Driftwood Texture
Custom Size Components
Maintenance Free 		
Termite/Insect Resistant
Warp & Crack Resistant
Strong Yet Lightweight
Requires Zero Repainting
Rain, Sun, Weather Resistant

Is it wood or is it aluminum? With Ultra Series realistic driftwood finish,
it’s hard to tell. However, the difference will be clear when – unlike
wood – Ultra Series Patio Covers are never in need of paint or repair,
will not burn, or attract termites and is virtually a maintenance-free
part of your home.
The difference between wood and Elitewood™ Ultra Series is easy to see.

Features
Ultra Series Patio Covers are constructed with
aluminum components such as lattice tubes
and solid style flat panels that are up to 33%
thicker than many of the other aluminum
lattice covers in the industry. This allows for the
deep driftwood embossing to capture the true
texture and look of perfectly cut, premium
grade wood.

The added thickness also

provides additional strength and durability for
a high performance structural shade cover.

Coating System
What makes Ultra Series Patio Covers different
from other aluminum patio products? Our
multi-step coating system chemically cleans
the aluminum sheet followed by a baked-on
primer coat. Next, a finish coat of Kynar 500™,
featuring an ultra-tough carbon/fluoride bond,
the basis of Kynar™, is roller applied and bakedon. This multi-step process provides a coating
system that outperforms any other coating
system for aluminum products in our industry.
Performance ratings of “Excellent” relating
to chemical and stain resistance, exterior
durability, salt spray resistance, fade and color
resistance, and gloss retention

are typical

properties of a Kynar™ finish and the reason
why this type of coating system is specified
by architects worldwide when a quality, long
lasting, vibrant finish is desired.
Architects around the world specify Kynar 500™ resin based coatings
because of its ability to withstand the rigors of nature and time. This
high performance coating system has an extraordinary capability to
retain color and gloss, and keeps painted metal looking vibrant and
appealing for years to come.
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Ultra Series

Define Your Style
Shading Options
The tremendous flexibility of Elitewood™ Ultra
Series lets you select the amount of shade
your patio cover will provide, from 60% to
40% to total shade. You can combine styles
to give you a patio cover that will provide full
protection from rain or sun, as well as allow a
desired degree of partial sunlight into your
kitchen or bedroom windows.

Open Style
With a traditional style open lattice cover,
you can select the amount of shade or
sunlight that you desire in your outdoor patio
living area. Open lattice patio covers also
contribute a cooling ventilation effect within
the covered patio living area.

*Example assumes 2” x 2” lattice tubes. Rafters and beams are taken
into consideration when calculating the shade coefficients.

Open Style

Solid Style
Solid style patio covers allow you complete
protection from the elements such as sun or
rain. The addition of a solid style cover will
enable you to utilize your outdoor patio living
area even when it is raining. Even pets
appreciate when they can seek refuge from
the harsh environment on days of inclement
weather.
Solid style patio covers are available in both
insulated and non-insulated models. For the
utmost enjoyment of your outdoor patio living
area, our Insulated Patio Covers will provide
you with a system that is impervious to heat
or cold transfers. Ceiling fans or other light
fixtures can be installed on the ceiling side of

Solid Style - (LRP)
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our structural Insulated Patio Cover roof
panels.

Combination Style
Use your imagination to design a combination
patio cover featuring both open style and
solid style sections. This feature will allow you
to enjoy your Ultra Series Patio Cover on the
hottest days of the summer, as well as, the
coolest days of the winter and everyday in
between. With a combination patio cover,
you can virtually custom design your patio
structure to meet your every need for a total
outdoor living experience.

Solid Style - flat pan

Combination Style
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Ultra Series

Color Options

With a palette of designer colors*, it is easy to design a cover that perfectly complements your
home. Even consider mixing and matching two of our lattice colors to accentuate the various
colors of your home.

White

Ivory

Beige

Adobe

Desert Sand

Wheat

*Colors vary by location, please check with your local Metals USA Building Products dealer for more information.

End Cut Options

Beams and rafters help define the overall visual impact of your new Elitewood™ Ultra Series cover.
With a choice of four custom end cut options, there is a tremendous range of design possibilities.

Scallop

Bevel

Miter

Corbel

Warranty

Elitewood™ Ultra Series comes with the industry’s best warranty. Our Lifetime Limited Warranty is
even transferable. Ultra Series is warranted not to peel, blister, flake, chip, split, rust or crack. This
extensive warranty also covers chalking and fading for the lifetime of the original property owner.
We want you to enjoy your Ultra Series Patio Cover for years to come without any worry. Ultra
Series Patio Covers truly are the most maintenance-free patio covers available.

Specifications

Ultra Series Patio Covers are engineered to meet or exceed most local, state, and national building
codes. Thousands of Ultra Series Patio Covers have been designed and installed nationwide. Our
high quality Ultra Series Patio Cover components have been tested against the elements of nature
from coast to coast.
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